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THIS PHOTO
The vegetable
garden is just the
right size to feed
the two resident
gardeners while
also furnishing
flowers for cutting
all summer long.
OPPOSITE
Outside the
kitchen door sits
a cupboard for
garden tools and
flower-arranging
supplies. Bouquets
are everywhere,
sometimes filling
a simple Mason
jar, sometimes
displayed in a
bona fide vase.

W R I TT E N A N D P RO D U C E D BY
T O VA H M A R T I N
P H OTO G R A P H Y BY
KINDRA CLINEFF

TAKE
TWO

Two do-it-all-yourself gardeners bought
a country property and started over. But
this time around they sought help from a
professional and got the garden right.
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Who doesn’t love a
do-over? Sally Wilder and Barbara

Barrantes knew their previous house was too tiny
to suit them as a retirement residence. However,
it wasn’t just the house that needed rethinking.
Sally and Barbara had botched their first attempt at
landscape design. “We planted one of everything,
there was no color coordination, and it was too
much of everything,” the two admit in unison.
They knew the pitfalls of a garden gone wrong, and
they had no intention of making the same mistakes
twice. The duo found a larger house they loved on a
4½-acre property in the Hudson Valley with almost
no landscaping or garden. This time they asked
friends to recommend a professional landscape
architect before they started planting. Guidance was
what they needed, and they knew it.
When landscape architect Jamie Purinton
pulled into the driveway for her initial consultation,
she had one reaction. “It was so stark,” she said
of the blank canvas that greeted her. “It was the
loneliest place.” Granted, the repro Cape was an
adorable new house with many retro features to
make it feel a hundred years old. But besides a
little garden shed sitting at the bottom of an
empty field, the property was a vast, yawning
nothing. “A magnolia, a hydrangea, and then
zilch,” Barbara says.
TOP A Tiger Swallowtail butterfly stops for a sip on the
blooms of Joe Pye weed (Eutrochium purpureum).
ABOVE LEFT Hannah the Schnoodle (schnauzer/poodle
mix) wants to get in on a quiet outdoor moment on the
patio with Barbara Barrantes (seated at the bistro table)
and Sally Wilder (standing). LEFT Sally wanted an early,
easy, pop-in-your-mouth tomato, and ‘Sun Gold’ provides
fast, juicy harvests.
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Nearly featureless
when Barbara
and Sally first saw
the property, the
meadow now has
a mowed pathway
that connects the
working gardens
and the shed at
the bottom of
the slope to the
terrace garden
and the house at
the top.

That is the backstory behind this particular
connection between a landscape architect and her
clients. For Purinton, it was similar to many of her
initial interviews with prospective clients as she
arrives at a scene, talks with the homeowners, learns
about their wishes and dreams, walks the land by
their sides, and then develops a plan. Of course,
every relationship is unique and every parcel of land
has its own challenges, but she has found that most
designer/client exchanges share many similarities.

It all began with Purinton’s educated insights into
what a landscape can deliver, balanced with the
couple’s visions and needs for their home, including
a wish for vegetables, flowers, and fruit trees; shade;
privacy; and well-designed visual and functional
connections among all parts of the landscape.
ANCHORING SPACES
Purinton’s first task was to visually connect the
house to the land. Although not all properties are

as featureless as the starting point for this project,
a landscape architect is always keenly aware of the
overview. In this case, there were no connections
in place. The terrace garden Purinton designed
immediately behind the house helped anchor the
landscape to the house and “gave them a place to
be outside.” Purinton added a pergola bowered in
Dutchman’s pipe (Aristolochia macrophylla), crafted
places for seating, tucked in pockets for planting,
and designed a low wall that embraces the venue.

The angled wall twists toward the sunset and
frames a view that didn’t exist initially, but Purinton
foresaw future splendor. That’s exactly what she
delivered—and more.
SHADE
Early in the game, Purinton wisely got a jump on
puzzle pieces that would require time to mature—
such as shade trees. “The property had glaring
sun with no shelter,” Sally says. Granted, Sally and

The terrace
overlooking the
sweep of land
beyond gives
Sally and Barbara
even more reason
to spend leisure
time outside.
Given pocket
gardens for herbs
and flowers,
and bluestone
paving, it’s a
low-maintenance
venue for
relaxation.
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Barbara had chosen the property for its sun, but
everyone needs shade somewhere in their domain.
The vine-covered pergola on the terrace provided
shade, shelter, and windbreak in a short time, but
Purinton also planted a grove of slower-growing
sugar maples and a tulip poplar to shade, frame,
and visually anchor the house. “Placing trees for
the future is always my first thought,” Purinton
says. Fourteen years later, the maples are significant
features of the site.
PRIVACY
Sally and Barbara chose to live in a rural area
with generous distance between neighbors.
Still, every home needs to feel embraced by the
landscape rather than exposed. Purinton planted
hawthorns (Crataegus viridis ‘Winter King’),
crabapples (Malus × ‘Harvest Gold’), and witch
hazel (Hamamelis × intermedia ‘Jelena’) along
the parking area. Using her botanical knowledge
and experience, she layered the plantings to give a
natural feeling rather than a chorus-line procession.
Later in the process, she added a hedgerow along
the property line. Again, rather than the typical
hedge, Purinton worked with a diverse cast of
characters and staggered layers of sugar maple,
hornbeams, shadblow, witch hazel, amelanchier,
gray dogwood, poplars, elderberry, winterberry,
currants, and many other trees and shrubs. All
of these plantings established boundaries and
created spatial relationships. When speaking about
how the trees affect the space, Sally often uses
the word “intimacy.” That concept is exactly the
feeling Purinton hoped to deliver as her plantings
embraced the property.
FUNCTION
For a couple dedicated to growing much of their
own fresh food, a productive vegetable garden
was on the “must have” list from the beginning. A
veteran vegetable garden designer, Purinton worked
with Barbara and Sally to corral the lonesome

ABOVE LEFT A Monarch alights to feed from the flowers
of Hydrangea paniculata ‘Tardiva’. LEFT Sally deadheads
pots of annual color on the terrace while enjoying the
shade provided by the vine-covered pergola. Every
winter, she spends hours perusing catalogs, selecting the
vegetables and flowers that will fill containers and gardens
around the couple’s home.
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Landscape
architect Jamie
Purinton’s design
for the terrace
includes a low
wall that creates a
sense of enclosure
while allowing a
view. The gate
(almost invariably
ajar) frames the
scene downslope.

shed at the bottom of the slope with vegetable
and flower gardens, turning it into a focal point.
Although distant from the house, the shed now
anchors a beautiful scene while working as a far
more functional space.
Other functional spaces were also incorporated
early in the process, and that is where a landscape
architect can deliver ingredients that thoughtfully
link life with land. A woodshed was part of the
initial plan, designed to capture the Colonial motif
Sally and Barbara were striving to underscore.
Conveniently, it resides just footsteps from the
mudroom door. The herb garden pockets in the
terrace also serve the very practical purpose of
providing seasoning for meals conveniently close
to the house. And a clothesline is placed where
it is easily accessible from the laundry room but
also visually balances the house. Later, a fire
pit was added, sited just the right distance from
the house to feel linked to it and serve as an
important entertaining venue.

CONNECTIONS BETWEEN SPACES
As the landscape matured and the friendship
between homeowners and designer grew, Sally
and Barbara became increasingly eager to make
blank spaces in the landscape more meaningful.
That’s how the grassland meadow (mowed only
once a year) sprang up between the back terrace
and the vegetable garden. Wide mowed paths in the
meadow are functional as well as visual features.
A creek was incorporated into the overall plan by
Purinton’s design of paths and bridges. Plantings
were also added to the wetlands incorporating Joe
Pye weed (Eutrochium purpureum) as liaison with
the later-blooming goldenrod—the two plants will
undoubtedly mingle in the future.
Living with the intersecting sight lines and
pathways between structures, gardens, and living
areas, Sally and Barbara have come to think of their
landscape connections in a dynamic way. “We
call them gateways,” Sally says. For this second
attempt at a landscape, they have certainly pulled
everything together while opening new views.

For more information, see
Resources on page 103.

